Death in Perspective (A Cherry Tucker Mystery) (Volume 4)

ONE PEDAL TO THE METAL
MYSTERYArtist and accidental detective
Cherry Tucker goes back to high school
and finds plenty of trouble and
skeletonsReinharts charming, sweet-tea
flavored series keeps getting better!
Gretchen Archer, USA Today Bestselling
Author of the Davis Way Crime Caper
SeriesThe curtain rises on Cherry Tuckers
debut as a high school set designer at the
posh Peerless Day Academy. Cherrys been
hired for an adaptation of Romeo and
Juliet, but the drama director is hoping
Cherry can also turn the spotlight on a
malicious social media bully whos sending
poisonous texts to the faculty. The
directors got his own drama to hide, and
the phantom texter seems eager to spill
school secrets. When the principals
secretary commits suicide, Cherry suspects
foul play.Deputy Luke Harper is ready to
return as Cherrys leading man. Hes eager
to assist in finding the phantom culprit, but
Cherry fears family secrets offstage may
doom them to the role as star-crossed
lovers. With the bully waiting for a
murderous encore and her own family
skeletons to hide, Cherry scrambles to find
her brother and the mysterious texter
before the phantom decides its curtains for
Cherry and forces her to take a final
bow.Praise
for
DEATH
IN
PERSPECTIVE:Death in Perspective is
one fasten-your-seatbelt, pedal-to-the-metal
mystery, and Cherry Tucker is the perfect
sleuth to have behind the wheel. Smart,
feisty, as tough as she is tender, Cherrys
got justice in her crosshairs, and Death in
Perspective is an accomplished addition to
this winning series. Tina Whittle, Author
of the Tai Randolph MysteriesLoved it! I
feel I might have dated Cherry Tucker
once, shes that real; shes also funny, tough,
and brilliant. Now shes even involved in
theatremaybe thats where we met. Phillip
DePoy,
Edgar
Award
Winning
AuthorReinhart succeeds in mixing
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laughter with the serious topic of
cyber-bully through blogs and texts, all the
while developing a chemistry between
Cherry and Luke that absolutely sizzles.
Kings River Life MagazineCherry is a
quirky spitfire who lights the match that
sets her little town on fire. With a laugh
here and a laugh there, I enjoyed this
whodunit and Im eager to see what
happens next in the adventures of Cherry
Tucker. Drus Book MusingsArtist and
accidental detective Cherry Tucker goes
back to high school and finds plenty of
trouble and skeletonsReinharts charming,
sweet-tea flavored series keeps getting
better! Gretchen Archer, USA Today
Bestselling Author of the Davis Way
Crime Caper SeriesBooks in the Cherry
Tucker Humorous Mystery Series:QUICK
SKETCH (Novella prequel to PORTRAIT
in HEARTACHE MOTEL)PORTRAIT
OF A DEAD GUY (#1)STILL LIFE IN
BRUNSWICK STEW (#2)HIJACK IN
ABSTRACT
(#3)DEATH
IN
PERSPECTIVE (#4)Part of the Henery
Press Mystery Series Collection, if you like
one, youll probably like them all

Drus Book Musings Artist and accidental detective Cherry Tucker goes back to (#3) DEATH IN PERSPECTIVE (#4)
Part of the Henery Press Mystery SeriesStill Life in Brunswick Stew (A Cherry Tucker Mystery) (Volume 1) [Larissa
Reinhart] on Death in Perspective (A Cherry Tucker Mystery) (Volume 4).Artist and accidental detective Cherry
Tucker goes back to high school and finds plenty of trouble and skeletons Reinharts charming, sweet-tea
flavoredEditorial Reviews. About the Author. Larissa Reinhart loves small town characters, particularly Death in
Perspective (A Cherry Tucker Mystery Book 4).from $2.49 10 Used from $2.49 4 New from $52.23 1 Collectible from
$8.00 Audiobook Death in Perspective (A Cherry Tucker Mystery) (Volume 4). LarissaEditorial Reviews. From the
Author. I hope you enjoy this sixth Cherry Tucker. Growing up in a Terrie Farley Moran, Agatha Award-Winning
Author of Read to Death Anyone who likes DEATH IN PERSPECTIVE (#4) . January 4, 2017.Free Download : Death
in Perspective (A Cherry Tucker Mystery Book 4),If you are on the hunt. for something new and interesting to read, the
followingDeath in Perspective : Cherry Tucker Mystery Series, Book 4 (Larissa Reinhart) at . The curtain rises on
Cherry Tuckers debut as a highEditorial Reviews. Review. Reinhart is a truly talented author and this book was one of
the best Death in Perspective (A Cherry Tucker Mystery Book 4).Portrait of a Dead Guy (Cherry Tucker Mystery)
[Larissa Reinhart] on . *FREE* Death in Perspective (A Cherry Tucker Mystery) (Volume 4).DEATH IN
PERSPECTIVE Larissa Reinhart ISBN: 9781941962091 Kostenloser Southside Book Reviews Death in Perspective
is another thrilling adventure in this series and This is number 4 in the Cherry Tucker adventures/mystery.Editorial
Reviews. About the Author. Growing up in a small town, Larissa Reinhart couldnt wait
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